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CAF Africa Cup of Nations 2012  

Match Report 
 

#15 • 28/01/12 • 17:00 local time • Stade de Franceville / Franceville / GBN 

Group D 

 BOTSUANA 1:6 GUINEA  

Goals scored 

  Selolwane 23’ (pen.)  Diallo 16’, 27’, Camara 41’   
      Traoré 45’, Bah 84’, Soumah 86’  

 
Line-Ups 
 
BOTSUANA          GUINEA 

[16] 
[2] 
[4] 
[5] 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 
[11] 
[18] 
[22] 

 
[12] 
[13] 
[19]  

 
Coach 
 

Modiri MARUMO 
Ndiapo LETSHOLATHEBE 
Mmusa OHILWE  
Mompati THUMA 
Ofentse NATO -38’ 
Pontsho MOLOI -46’ 
Phenyo MONGALA -73’ 
Jerome RAMATLHAKWANE 
Dipsy SELOLWANE  
Mogogi GABONAMONG 
Tshepo MOTLHABANKWE  
 
Patrick MOTSEPE +38’  
Botumelo MAFOKO +46’ 
Mogakolodi NGELE +73’ 
 
Stanley TSHOSANE 
 

[1] 
[2] 
[4] 
[5] 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 
[10] 
[17] 
[18] 

 
[12] 
[14] 
[19] 

 
Coach 
 

Naby YATTARA  
Pascal FEINDOUNO -64’ 
Mamadou BAH  
Bobo BALDÉ 
Kamil ZAYATTE  
Abdoul CAMARA 
Ibrahima TRAORÉ -68’ 
Abdoulaye DIALLO -80’ 
Ismaël BANGOURA  
Thierno BAH 
Ibrahima DIALLO 
 
Ibrahima CONTÉ +64’ 
Naby SOUMAH +80’ 
LASS +68’ 
 
Stanley TSHOSANE 
 

 
 

Bookings 
YATTARA (GUI, 21’), ZAYATTE (GUI, 22’), MOTLHABANKWE (BOT, 29’), OHILWE 
(BOT, 51’) 

 
Expulsions 
MOTSEPE (BOT, 45’, foot-up tackle) 
 
 

Match Officials 
 
Referee 
Bouchaïb EL AHRACH (MRC) 
4th Official 
Eddy MAILLET (SEY) 

Assistant Referee 1 
Beshir HASSANI (TUN) 
Assistant Referee 2 
Théophile VINGA (GBN) 

 

observed by Chefren (ITA) 
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Evaluation  

This match resulted in an easy win for Guinea, a clear 6-1 without any discussion about who deserved to 
win. It was however a fascinating match and the referee had considerable work to do. Moroccan Bouchaib 
El Ahrach in this match was assisted by Bechir Hassani, a 2010 WC assistant referee, and Theopile Vinga 
from Gabon. Fourth official was the well-known Eddy Maillet from Seychelles. 

An intensive first half 

The match was already decided after the first half, in which many things happened. A red card, a penalty and 
other important calls. Guinea scored first goal after 15 min. In that situation, two Botswana players clashed each 
other in a embarrassing way. Until then, match was quite fair and calm. At 18', a offside call by second assistant 
was unfortunately a mistake against Guinea. A few later, there was the first important call: penalty for Botswana. 
Clear situation: big mistake by Guinea defender, which passed the ball to keeper too slowly and a Botswana 
player was able to reach it before keeper. So, keeper committed foul, while thinking of kicking the ball. It was ok 
also the yellow card because it wasn't a clear chance to score immediatly a goal. Well seen by the referee. The 
penalty was saved by keeper, but Beshir Hassani noticed maybe a irregular moving of the keeper. So, penalty 
was repeated and Botswana scored. Meanwhile, a Guinea player got a yellow for complaints. I think it was a 
correct call, watching the replay. At 27', a Botswana player got a card for a tackle from the back. Maybe he tried to 
reach the ball however was lucky with only a yellow because it was a dangerous situation. The second important 
call was the straight red card for Botswana player: totally correct. A very harsh foul. directly on the legs. El Ahrach 
was really close and he saw well. 

Second half: Hassani missed goal 

Second half was maybe more relaxing for Guinea and for the referee, I have to report a yellow card for a 
Botswana player at 50', that was correct, The foul was rude and the decision was consistent with the 
aforementioned yellow in first half. The crucial situation of second half however was a shot of a Guinea player at 
58': the ball bounced under the crossbar and beyond the line: it was goal. Hard to see, very hard. We can't blame 
Hassani and fortunately it wasn't an important call, because Guinea won 6-1. 

FIFA: please do something. 

We are annoyed with all these GOAL - NO GOAL situations, when the ball is in but the human eye isn't able to 
watch it. We can't blame the assistant referees because they are far and the ball takes a second to bounce in the 
net and then to return back. We have to use technology, there aren't other ways to solve it. 

Match difficulty 
As I wrote, it was easy for Guinea, but El Ahrach and his team had important work to do. Difficulty: 8, very hard. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Parameter          %        Comment        Mark 

Calls 30 

Penalty was correct, also the decision to repeat it suggested by 
Hassani. Clear yellow cards. The straight red totally correct. A 
offside mistake in first half by second assistant. Goal not seen by 
Bechir Hassani in second half, but very difficult. 

7,0 

Control 20 
No big problems, he showed also a card during the penalty 
situation, due to complaints. Match was always under his 
control, even though sometimes there were small riots. 

8,0 

Style 30 
Good fitness and positioning, He was always clear in 
communication with players. Overall, a good approach. 

8,0 

Neutrality 10 
no problems.. 
 

8,0 

Match Difficulty 10 
it was easy for Guinea, but El Ahrach and his team had 
important work to do. Difficulty: 8, very hard. 

8,0 

 

Final Mark:  7,7 


